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An existing axisymmetric body viscous shock layer code including thermochemical and thermodynamic non-
equilibrium and nonequilibrium radiative gasdynamic coupling was adapted to simulate the one-dimensional
flow within a shock tube. A suitable solution scheme for this case and additional radiation modeling were
developed in order to compare the current computational results with experimental radiation measurements.
Spectrally integrated intensity traces, time to peak radiation, and ionization distance data were generated for
shocks in air with speeds between 9.5-12.6 km/s. Using the current model, the dual peak characteristics of
Wilson's experimental results are reproduced without the introduction of contaminant radiation. Overall, good
agreement is seen between the current calculations and the available experimental data, justifying the use of
the current nonequilibrium models for engineering applications.
Nomenclature
A = vibrational model parameter in Eq. (7)
C = mass fraction
c, = constant defined by Eq. (1)
cf) = constant pressure specific heat
df = ionization distance
E = vibrational energy lost in dissociation
e = internal energy
G = vibrational energy gained in recombination
h = specific enthalpy
/ = radiation intensity
J = diffusive mass flux
k = thermal conductivity
MI = molecular weight of species /
p = pressure
?A = universal gas constant
r = coordinate perpendicular to the tube wall
q,. = streamwise radiative heat flux
S = radiant source function
Tc = electron-electronic temperature
Tj = translational-rotational temperature of species /
T., = vibrational temperature
t = time coordinate
U = diffusion velocity
v = velocity
w = chemical production term
y = coordinate parallel to the shock tube
A = downstream boundary distance
8<$ = calculated change in <i> for one iteration
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inelastic electron energy exchange term
Subscripts
b = boundary
e = electron or electron-electronic
/ = species index




sc = preshocked value
Introduction
A EROBRAKING vehicles have received much attentionrecently in terms of interorbital or interplanetary transfer
missions. The aerobraking maneuver is characterized by a
prolonged flight at very low densities and very high velocities;
previously designed vehicles spent only short durations at
these low-density altitudes. Accurate prediction of the envi-
ronment in which aerobraking vehicles operate requires the
development of engineering tools for modeling the chemical,
thermal, and radiative nonequilibrium present in such low-
density flows.
In the past, research efforts have produced engineering
models for predicting the shock layer flowfield properties in-
cluding nonequilibrium about an axisymmetric body.1 Re-
cently, building upon a version of the viscous shock layer
(VSE) solver SHTNEQ code developed at NASA Eangley,2
these solvers have been extended to include nonequilibrium
radiation modeling and a three-temperature (vibrational
7!,, translational-rotational T, and electron-electronic TL)
gas.3~6 The viscous shock layer equations are an approxi-
mation to the Navier-Stokes equations, and the solution
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methodology for solving these equations for axisymmetric and
nonaxisymmetric flow is detailed in Refs. 7 and 8. Calculations
performed by this improved model have been compared to
stagnation point experimental data from the Fire II flight test9
with good results.3-10 n
Since experimental data in which nonequilibrium and ra-
diative phenomena occur simultaneously is limited, all pos-
sible avenues for model validation must be pursued. While
the Fire II flight experiment provided a limited amount
of radiative heat transfer and surface information for the
stagnation point of an axisymmetric body, most information
for nonequilibrium flow is available in the form of shock-
tube data. Shock-tube experiments have produced shocks in
which nonequilibrium processes and radiation are important,
making such experiments vital in the verification of non-
equilibrium chemical and radiation models.12"19 Several
investigators have attempted to recreate these experiments
computationally with models of varying complexity,19"22 with
varying degrees of success.
The current work presents the conversion of the axisym-
metric nonequilibrium flow code previously described to a
form suitable for simulating shock-tube experiments. Calcu-
lated results for the nonequilibrium flowfield are then com-
pared with experimental data in order to validate the current
nonequilibrium chemical and radiative models.
Flowfield Theory
The basic models employed in the current work are outlined
in detail in the literature323'28; the nonequilibrium models
have not been changed. The program has been converted to
simulate the one-dimensional shock-tube problem. A detailed
description of the entire one-dimensional solution procedure
is given in Ref. 29. The following discussion outlines the pri-
mary concerns addressed in the conversion of the code and
includes additional modeling required for calculating radia-
tion data compatible with data measured in shock-tube ex-
periments.
The coordinate system utilized by the normal shock equa-
tions is shown in Fig. 1. This coordinate system may appear
awkward at first, but recall that the normal shock code was
developed from an existing axisymmetric body code. In the
original code, the y coordinate was normal to the body and
went from 77 = _y/A = 0 at the body surface to 77 = 1 at the
shock (A being the shock standoff distance). The normal shock
code maintains the shock at 77 = 1, and 77 = 0 corresponds
to a point at a specified distance downstream of the shock.
Conservation Equations
Adding nonequilibrium effects to the flowfield model does
not affect the mass and momentum conservation equations
directly. One-dimensional mass conservation is given by Eq.
(1):
pv = const = p^vx = C, (1)
The subscript °° denotes conditions prior to the shock. Under
viscous shock layer assumptions, normal viscous stresses are
neglected, reducing the one-dimensional momentum equation
to the form in Eq. (2):
shock tube wall
p + pv2 = const = px + (2)
Using the mass conservation equation, Eq. (2) can be solved
for the local pressure:
p = (3)
The equation of state used in the current model follows a
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Fig. 1 Normal shock coordinate system.
nent nature of the gas. The form of the equation of state is
given in Eq. (4):
(4)
In Eq. (4), Tf is the translational temperature for species /.
r, is T unless the index / denotes the free electrons in the
flow; in that case, Ti = Te.
The energy conservation equations and species continuity
equations do not lead to simple algebraic formulas for the
translational, vibrational, and electron-electronic tempera-
tures and the species mass fractions. The one-dimensional
forms of these equations are presented in Ref. 29, and the
details for modeling the various terms in each are given in
Ref. 3.




The details for modeling the terms in Eq. (5) are given in
Ref. 3. The chemistry model primarily uses the verified and
accepted reaction rates of Park, with the exception of the
electron -impact rates. These latter rates were derived from
the detailed theory of Kunc and tested by comparison with
Fire II results.4 The reaction set and the origin of the indi-
vidual reaction rates are given in Refs. 3 and 4.
Global energy conservation is represented by Eq. (6):
pvP
dT ST., dTtcn tr — + c,, , — - + cn , — -p' r dy ""' dy "'' dy
d / dT 1 dTv— ktr — + k — -dy \ " dy " dy
, < ^ r
*, —— - Z PiUi C,,tr , ——dy J i \ ' - dy ,,- i""' dy dy
dp d 2
T + ~^\ ~ady dy i 3
dv
—dy ". - -i <«>
The first three terms account for energy convection, conduc-
tion, and diffusion, respectively, with each energy mode pos-
sessing an associated specific heat cp and thermal conductivity
k. Pressure and viscous work terms are then included, fol-
lowed by the chemical reaction term to account for the change
in the zero-point energies of the species present. The qr term
is the streamwise radiant energy flux calculated by the non-
equilibrium radiation model.
The vibrational energy model is that of Green.5-25 The vi-
brational energy equation is given in one-dimensional form
as follows:
, ^ r r dTv
+ P ' / c "
dTv
evi(Te) - evi evi(T) - evj
+ Z Pi —————— + Z P<A —— ~ ——
i 'ej i 'i
(7)
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The vibrational temperature T,, represents the average vibra-
tional energy per diatomic particle in the flow assuming a
Boltzmanm distribution among vibrational energy levels. The
last four terms on the RHS of Eq. (7) are terms that account
for gains or losses in the vibrational energy due to transfer
between the various energy modes. The third term accounts
for the electron -vibrational energy exchange, and the last
three terms account for translational-vibrational coupling
through thermal and chemical exchange. In Eq. (7), eri(Te)
gives the vibrational energy per unit mass of species / if the
vibrational temperature were the electron-electronic tem-
perature; energy transfer between the vibrational and elec-
tronic modes occurs when ev.(Te) differs from the actual vi-
brational energy ev.. An analogous energy exchange between
the vibrational and translational modes is calculated using the
fourth term on the RHS of Eq. (7). The final two terms in
Eq. (7) give the vibrational energy lost due to dissociation
and gained through recombinations.






The free electron translational temperature and the electronic
temperature are assumed to be in equilibrium and represented
by the temperature Te. As with the last four terms in the
vibrational energy equation, the terms on the RHS of Eq. (8)
are source terms used to account for energy transfer between
the various energy modes. The first term calculates the ex-
change between vibrational and free electron energy, the £ei
summation accounts for energy exchange due to elastic col-
lisions between free electrons and the other particles in the
field, and Ht, represents energy transfer to and from free elec-
trons due to inelastic, chemical processes.
Solution Procedure
As seen in the previous section, the species continuity equa-
tion and the energy equations contain derivative terms that
must be discretized. A spatially centered finite difference ap-
proach applied at each grid point results in one set of linear
tridiagonal equations for each of these conservation expres-
sions. Each system can be solved rapidly using the Thomas
algorithm for the distribution of one flowfield parameter by
holding the other parameters constant during that step in the
solution. Continuity, momentum conservation, and the equa-
tion of state lead to simple algebraic equations that do not
require discretization.
The solution procedure begins with species continuity. The
species continuity equation written at each point in the flow-
field for a given species produces a system of equations that
is solved for the mass fraction of that species at each point.
For n species in the flowfield (including ionic species and free
electrons), the species continuity equation is solved n - 2
times, yielding the mass fractions of all the flow species except
one of the neutrally charged species and the free electrons.
The electron concentration is then obtained through a charge
conservation with the ionic species present in the fluid, and
the remaining mass fraction is determined by summing the
known n - 1 mass fractions and subtracting from 1. In this
manner, the mass fractions for all species are calculated for
the current iteration.
Each energy equation is then solved for its respective tem-
perature distribution. The global energy equation is solved
for the translational-rotational temperature distribution, the
vibrational energy equation is solved for the vibrational tem-
perature, and the electron-electronic energy equation is solved
for the electron-electronic temperature. This procedure gives
the three temperature distributions for the current iteration.
Continuity, momentum conservation, and the equation of
state are then applied to each grid point. Equation (4) gives
the density distribution based upon the current pressure and
temperature distributions, Eq. (1) yields the velocity distri-
bution based upon the new density distribution, and Eq. (3)
is used to calculate the pressure distribution given the free-
stream conditions and the local velocity. Solving the flowfield
equations in this order, the solution scheme iterates on the
solution until the largest change in all flow parameters (den-
sity, pressure, temperature, species concentration, and ve-
locity) from one iteration to the next is less than a prescribed
tolerance.
Boundary Conditions
The original axisymmetric code that formed the basis of the
normal shock code is a "shock fitting" program. The upstream
boundary is just downstream of the shock, and the shock jump
conditions provide the upstream boundary conditions for the
grid. The shock jump conditions are calculated using the Ran-
kine-Hugoniot relations modified to account for mass dif-
fusion and thermal conduction immediately behind the shock.
Including these transport phenomena in the shock boundary
conditions is called shock slip and is accomplished by inte-
grating the conservation equations across the shock wave while
neglecting collisional terms. The transport phenomena are
included due to the high gradients immediately behind the
shock front, but collisional terms are neglected because the
shock is assumed thin enough that very few collisions occur
within the shock wave. Failure to include shock slip results
in incorrect boundary conditions and a resulting error in en-
ergy conservation in the flow.
Downstream boundary conditions need only be applied to
the species continuity equations and the three energy equa-
tions. Since the flow is assumed to be in equilibrium at the
downstream boundary, the gradients of the species concen-
trations and temperature distributions are assumed to go to
zero. This condition is correct for the nonradiating case and
approximate for the radiating case. The radiating case will
slowly continue to lose energy through radiation that is not
reabsorbed, and so setting the second derivatives of the spe-
cies concentrations and the temperatures equal to zero at the
downstream boundary would be a more accurate approxi-
mation for the radiating case. Experience has shown, how-
ever, that the calculated flowfield from the shock through the
equilibrium region downstream of the shock is not greatly
affected by the downstream boundary conditions, even if an
unreasonable downstream boundary condition is imposed. The
flow solution is affected by this constraint only in the im-
mediate vicinity of the downstream boundary. For these rea-
sons, the simpler zero gradient downstream boundary con-
ditions are used for all cases.
Radiation Modeling
The radiative heat flux is calculated using a modified version
of the program RADICAL,30-31 a method which includes atomic
continuum radiation, atomic line radiation, molecular band
radiation, and free-free Bremsstrahlung radiation for a stan-
dard CHON (carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen) gas sys-
tem. The current version of the radiation model includes only
those species composed of nitrogen and oxygen. While the
original RADICAL code only calculated equilibrium radia-
tion, the version currently employed includes nonequilibrium
effects by using the actual species concentrations, the appro-
priate electron-electronic temperature, and modified forms
of the radiation source functions and absorption coeffi-
cients.42324-26"28 This routine calculates the streamwise radia-
tive heat flux term for the global energy conservation equation
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in order to radiatively couple the final solution. Due to the
computational intensity of the radiation model relative to the
flowfield solver, the radiative flux term is updated once for
every 10 flowfield iterations. The current model assumes the
radiative term in the electron-electronic energy equation is
negligible. Other approximations in the method include the
weighting of specific radiation lines to account for the con-
tribution of other lines that are not included explicitly in the
solution, the use of average properties for closely spaced lines
to save computational time, and the use of exponential ap-
proximations for the exponential integral functions in the
equation of radiative transfer. The details concerning radia-
tively coupling the solution are included in Refs. 4 and 27.
The shock-tube experiments used for comparison in this
study measured radiation as viewed from slits in the side of
the shock tube, not streamwise radiation as calculated by the
original form of the code. Therefore, a model was developed
to calculate the radiation intensity incident on the shock-tube
wall behind the shock.
Qualitatively, radiant energy transferred through a medium
is attenuated through absorption by the medium, but is en-
hanced by emission from the medium. The absorption de-
pends upon local values for an absorption coefficient, denoted
here as K,,, and the intensity. The emission is given by a source
function 5,,, defined such that the product SlfKt, gives the local
emission. The governing expression for radiative transfer in
terms of these parameters is given in Eq. (9)32:
• - «,.(/, - W (9)
In Eq. (9), /„ is the spectral radiation intensity (energy transfer
per frequency interval dv at frequency v per unit area per unit
time per unit solid angle) in the -r direction. This sign con-
vention is illustrated in Fig. 1 as applied specifically to the
shock-tube coordinate convention. Choosing /„ and r as op-
posite in direction is convenient when solving for the intensity
at a given point. The intensity directed toward the point is
found by integrating Eq. (9) over r from the point to an rh
where the intensity is known. Under the coordinate system
described above, this integration over r goes from r = 0 to
r = rh. The solution of Eq. (9) is given by Eq. (10)32:
lt(r = 0) = 7,,(r = r/7)exp I - KV dr
P" / (' \Kt/S,, exp - KV dr drJo \ Jo / (10)
The desired intensity for modeling the shock-tube output
is the intensity incident on the tube wall. Therefore, the ray
over which the integration occurs is perpendicular to the flow,
with r = 0 corresponding to the near wall and rh corresponding
to the far wall. If the far wall is considered nonemitting and
nonreflecting, the I,,(r = rh) term in Eq. (10) is zero. Assum-
ing that the shock-tube flow is one dimensional, Slr and KV are
constant over the integration. Therefore, Eq. (10) simplifies
greatly, yielding Eq. (11):
I,(r = 0) = s,,(l - (11)
Simply stated, the spectral intensity at frequency v incident
on the side wall is a simple function of the source function,
the absorption coefficient, and the diameter of the shock tube.
The spectral intensity /„ can be integrated over a given fre-







Fig. 2 Time to peak radiation tp and ionization distance df definitions.
Typical units for /„ are W/(cm2 sr eV); therefore, / can be
given in terms of W/(cm2 sr). When considering the intensity
of a radiant source of width r/,, it is often convenient to nor-
malize the intensity by the width rh. The results in this report
will follow this convention, yielding integrated intensity values
with units of W/(cm3 sr).
To track the movement of the shock wave down the tube
during the experiments, detecting equipment was placed be-
hind windows in the sides of the tube to view radiation in-
tensity incident upon the side wall of the shock tube. The
onset of visible radiation was considered to correspond to the
arrival of the shock wave. Intensity traces obtained using
infrared detectors provided additional information concerning
ionization distances and reaction rates. In order to discuss the
radiation profiles, characteristic parameters used in describing
the radiation front must be defined.
The two primary systems used are shown in Fig. 2. The top
illustration corresponds to the data taken from Alien et al.14
The Avco study included measurements of time to peak ra-
diation and time to equilibrium radiation. The shock arrival
was marked by the onset of visible light (referred to as "lu-
minous front" radiation). The peak nonequilibrium radiation
point was the point of maximum intensity within the non-
equilibrium region following the shock. A secondary rise in
radiation downstream from this zone was attributed to the
"attenuation of the shock velocity as it moves down the tube1'14;
in other words, the shock slows as it proceeds down the tube,
resulting in a weaker shock jump later in the test. The fluid
shocked earliest was therefore subjected to a shock traveling
faster than the speed measured by the test, resulting in higher
internal energy in this fluid. A later computational investi-
gation of Wilson's experiment17 demonstrated that a similar
but more pronounced radiation increase away from the shock
seen in Wilson's results is consistent with iron contamination
in the shock tube.21 The current study does not include iron
as a radiator.
The second radiation parameter of interest is the ionization
distance d,, as defined by Wilson.17 The definition of df is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The ionization distance is the distance
from the foot of the luminous front (the onset of visible ra-
diation) to the point at which the infrared trace quits rising
and becomes relatively level.
Results
Solutions were obtained for shock speeds between 9.5-12.6
km/s. Detailed flowfield and radiation data are presented for
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cases compatible with the shock-tube tests of Wilson.17 Shocks
at 9.5 km/s and 0.2 mmHg, 10.9 km/s and 0.1 mmHg, and
11.3 km/s and 0.1 mmHg were calculated at an initial tem-
perature of 300 K. These experiments were performed in a
6-in.-diam shock tube, and so rh = 6 in. = 15.24 cm for the
radiation calculation. The path length for the experiment was
actually smaller than 6 in. due to the presence of splitter plates
in the tube to remove the boundary layer. Since the radiation
calculation is normalized by the path length, and since the
radiation in the observed frequency range acted optically thin
in the test cases, the incorrect path length results in a relatively
small error. The computational solutions were obtained using
the variable Lewis number diffusion model developed by Gaily,3
a constant Prandtl number of 0.7, and a downstream boundary
distance A of 6 cm. The computational grid consisted of 101
points with clustering near the ends of the flowfield. Flowfield
solution plots in the following section denote every other point
in the grid with a symbol to illustrate the grid spacing. Grid
and convergence studies for the original stagnation line code
showed this grid to be sufficient for a convergence criterion
of (5<!>/<f>)max = 0.005 for each parameter <£ in the flowfield
solution.4-5 272H Convergence studies for the current code showed
no difference between results for tolerances of 0.005 and 0.001
for the the cases currently under study. All results included
in this report were converged to a tolerance of 0.001.
Flowfield Solutions
Flowfield solutions for two of the three Wilson cases are
presented in Figs. 3 and 4. These figures include temperature
distributions and species mole fraction distributions from the
shock (77 = 1) to the downstream boundary (77 = 0). The
cases are presented in order of increasing shock speed. Ther-
mal nonequilibrium (multiple temperature effects) is evident
in the temperature distributions; the translational tempera-
ture is quick to respond to the shock, but the vibrational
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Fig. 3 Temperature and mole fraction curves for the Wilson 9.5-
km/s, 0.2-mmHg case.
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Fig. 4 Temperature and mole fraction curves for the Wilson 11.3-
km/s, 0.1-mmHg case.
slowly after the shock. This thermal nonequilibrium region is
relatively short and decreases in length as the shock speed
increases. The nonequilibrium region shortens with increasing
shock speed because the stronger shocks produce higher trans-
lational temperatures and, hence, higher exchange rates through
collisions.
The vibrational and electron-electronic temperatures over-
shoot the final equilibrium temperature, with this overshoot
being more pronounced at the higher shock velocities. The
overshoots are due to the dissociation and ionization processes
present in the flow. As energy is transferred into the vibra-
tional mode of the diatomic species in the flow, the vibrational
temperature increases. After a sufficient amount of energy is
transferred into this mode, dissociation will begin to occur.
The molecules that are more highly excited vibrationally will
be more likely to dissociate than molecules occupying lower
vibrational states. In general, a dissociation therefore removes
a molecule from the vibrational temperature average that was
above the average temperature, and the average vibrational
temperature without this particle will therefore be lower. Sim-
ilarly, electrons that occupy the excited electronic states bring
the average electron-electronic temperature for the system
up, but these excited electrons are also the ones that are most
easily removed in ionization. Thus, the electron-electronic
temperature overshoots the proper equilibrium value initially
until adequate ionization occurs.
The species mole fraction curves indicate the level of chem-
ical activity present in the flow. The chemical nonequilibrium
zone is characterized by gradients in the species concentra-
tions downstream from the shock. The primary species at
equilibrium are dissociated nitrogen and oxygen (which to-
gether constitute roughly 90% of the products in all cases),
followed on a mole fraction basis by free electrons and then
by ionized nitrogen atoms. The equilibrium concentration of
N2 drops with increasing shock speed, characterizing the dis-
sociation and ionization processes in the flow. One will note














Fig. 5 Filter functions for the Wilson intensity traces.
that the initial concentration of the flow species immediately
behind the shock front is not that of standard air due to the
mass diffusion effects allowed by the shock slip boundary
conditions.
The flowfield solutions illustrate that nonequilibrium exists
at Wilson's test conditions. Therefore, Wilson's data provides
a means of validating the current nonequilibrium models.
Intensity Traces
Wilson presents radiation profile data in the form of oscil-
loscope traces of arbitrary vertical scale. The horizontal axis
representing time (or distance down the shock tube) was of
a known scale, and so the time to peak radiation and ioni-
zation distance can be read directly from the traces. In com-
paring this experimental data to computational data obtained
from the normal shock code, the horizontal axis was scaled
appropriately to maintain an accurate time resolution, and
the vertical scale of the experimental data was changed to
produce the best agreement with the calculated results.
Wilson presents two traces of the incident side wall intensity
for the cases he studied. The first trace was observed by a
photomultiplier fitted with a combination of a Corning 556
filter and a Corning 371 filter in order to "select a wavelength
region around 5000 A [about 2.5 eV]." Inspection of the
transmittance characteristics of these filters reveals that a sig-
nificant amount of infrared radiation is also passed through
this filter combination.33 A composite transmittance function
for the filter combination was generated using the spectral
response of each of the two filters and is given in Fig. 5.
Unfortunately, the spectral response of the photomultiplier
used to observe this radiation was not available, but most
photomultipliers do respond to some extent to IR radiation.
For the present results, significant radiation exists below 2
eV, and this radiation could affect the intensity profiles de-
spite a low photomultiplier response at these frequencies. The
traces associated with this filter function will be referred to
as the 5K traces.
The second trace recorded the infrared radiation between
0.25-0.177 eV. Since the specific response of the IR detector
was not known, this window was modeled using a filter func-
tion with a transmittance of 1 between 0.25-0.177 eV and 0
outside this range. This filter function is also presented in Fig.
5 and the traces taken using this filter function are referred
to as the IR traces.
The intensity traces for the Wilson 9.5 km/s case are pre-
sented in Fig. 6. The 5K traces show an initial peak and a
secondary rise further downstream. Recall that the experi-
—— Calculation A
D D Experiment, scaled to initial peak
A A Experiment, scaled to secondary rise
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Calculation
D D Experiment, arbitrary scale
b)
Fig. 6 Intensity traces for the Wilson 9.5-km/s, 0.2-mmHg case: a)
5K traces and b) IR traces.
mental data is scaled arbitrarily; two scales were chosen in
Fig. 6a for the 5K data, one to match the magnitude of the
initial peak in the calculated distribution and another to match
the secondary rise. The initial rise in the computational trace
is due primarily to radiation within the filter window centered
around 2.5 eV. The secondary rise is caused completely by
the additional IR radiation allowed to pass by the hump in
the filter function near the low eV end. The traces in Fig. 6
illustrate that the two characteristic phenomena are predicted,
but scaled incorrectly relative to each other. The IR traces
(Fig. 6b) for the 9.5-km/s case show reasonably good agree-
ment. Both the calculated and the experimental data show a
gentle increase in intensity followed by a leveling of the curve
to a nearly constant value.
The intensity traces for the Wilson 10.9-km/s case are pre-
sented in Fig. 7. As with the 9.5-km/s case, the 5K traces
disagree in the scale of the two primary phenomena. With
the proper scalings, the agreement in both areas is good be-
tween the calculation and the experiment, especially in the
secondary rise and leveling region (Fig. 7a). As with the 9.5-
km/s case, the secondary rise comes completely from radiation
passed through the filter function at the low frequency end
(namely, between 0.45-1.71 eV). Both the experimental data
and the calculated curve show a gentle decline past the point
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D D Experiment, scaled to initial peak
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Fig. 7 Intensity traces for the Wilson 10.9-km/s, 0.1-mmHg case: a)
5K traces and b) IR traces.
b)
Fig. 8 Intensity traces for the Wilson 11.3-km/s, 0.1-mmHg case: a)
5K traces and b) IR traces.
of maximum intensity. Recalling that the horizontal axis is
not scaled arbitrarily, the agreement in the time required to
reach the plateau for the experimental intensity and the cal-
culated intensity is very good.
The calculated IR trace (Fig. 7b) for the 10.9-km/s case
agrees well with the experimental data. The initial shape of
the intensity curves does not match perfectly, but the time
from the foot of the intensity curve to the turn at the plateau
is the same for the experimental and the calculated data. A
gentle drop in both the experimental data and the calculated
curve is seen as the curve travels further away from the max-
imum intensity point.
The final intensity traces included are for the Wilson 11.3-
km/s case, and these traces are presented in Fig. 8. The 5K
traces again show the same characteristics and the same trend
as the traces at 9.5 and 10.9 km/s. The secondary radiation
rise in the 5K trace increases in magnitude relative to the
initial rise as the shock speed increases, and the initial rise
appears as only an inflection point in both the experimental
and the calculated curves at 11.3 km/s. As with the previous
5K traces, the initial and secondary rise characteristics are
clearly seen in both the calculated trace and the experimental
data, but the relative sizes of the phenomena do not match
between the experimental data and the calculated results.
Also, although the time at which the experimental data and
the calculated data turn after the secondary rise matches rea-
sonably well, the experimental data continues to rise but the
calculated trace drops.
The IR traces for the 11.3-km/s case are presented in Fig.
8b. Again, a disagreement is seen in the initial shape of the
traces, and a slight difference is seen in the location at which
the traces plateau. Despite these differences, good agreement
is seen between the experimental results and the calculated
trace in general.
Some observations can now be made concerning the char-
acteristics of radiation profiles in nonequilibrium flow. Based
upon the calculated and experimental intensity traces pre-
sented, it can be concluded that the intensity trace of a single,
narrow frequency range is not definitive in determining what
regions in the flow have reached an equilibrium radiation
level. Secondary peaks in some intensity curves and different
behavior between frequency bands prohibit attempts to easily
define an equilibrium radiation point. Each experimental Wil-
son 5K trace demonstrates a secondary rise in the radiation
after an initial peak. Notice that this secondary increase is
also evident in the calculated distributions, even though the
simulations include no terms to attenuate the velocity as the
shock moves down the tube. The results of Honma and lizuka19
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also support the existence of a secondary rise in the intensity
after the initial peak in the nonequilibrium zone. They ob-
served secondary maxima in experimental data for shocks
above 10 km/s at 0.01 mmHg. They then reproduced these
secondary peaks computationally using versions of Park's
chemistry and radiation models.20<34-36 The attenuation of the
shock speed as discussed earlier has the effect of generating
these secondary intensity increases. However, based upon the
experimental and computational data presently available, the
secondary rise is a radiative gasdynamic effect and not merely
due to limitations in the experimental equipment.
This argument can be extended to the possibility of iron
contamination in Wilson's tube. By basing a frequency weight-
ing function on the spectral response curves of the filters used
in the experiment, the current calculation includes additional
radiation away from 5000 A and produces this secondary rise
without including iron as a radiator. As argued above, the
existence of a secondary intensity peak for the radiation is
substantiated in both experiments and calculations by various
investigators. One should also note that the shock tube section
containing the driven gas in Wilson's experiments was alu-
minum and Pyrex®.37 Additionally, the point at which driver
gas and diaphragm contamination arrive is clearly evident in
the experimental traces, and the experimental points pre-
sented in the current work were taken from the intensity traces
prior to the onset of this contamination. Considering these
facts, the secondary rise in radiation intensity after what was
once thought by some investigators as an equilibrium con-
dition is in fact a gasdynamic occurrence and not merely a
result of experimental limitations or contamination.
The remaining unknown in modeling the experimental data
of Wilson lies in the photomultiplier spectral response char-
acteristics. The calculated 5K traces are consistently misscaled
in terms of the phenomena observed between 2.1-2.61 eV
and that below 1.71 eV. A possible explanation is that the
photomultiplier used to observe this radiation had higher re-
sponse characteristics in the 2.1-2.61 eV range than in the
lower range. The IR signal would therefore have been atten-
uated, reducing the magnitude of the secondary rise in the
intensity traces. Unfortunately, the specific photomultiplier
used in this experiment is unknown.
This study does not resolve all questions surrounding this
set of test cases; approximations and shortcomings in the mo-
lecular radiation calculation could also contribute to the im-
proper scaling seen in the intensity results. However, consis-
tency in the trends between the current calculations and Wilson's
results, as well as the results of other investigators, strongly
support the conclusion that Wilson's dual peak results are
indicative of air radiation and not merely a result of contam-
ination.
Investigators use radiation intensity traces to determine time
to peak radiation and ionization distance information as de-
fined in Fig. 2. Additional cases at an initial pressure of 0.1
mmHg and shock speeds of 10 km/s and from 11.4 to 12.6
km/s were calculated in order to check the correlation between
the predicted values for these characteristic times and the
experimental results found in Refs. 14 and 17. Only those
cases that allowed for a straightforward application of the
definitions shown in Fig. 2 are considered; if the calculated
profiles for a given case required interpretation in obtaining
tp or dh that case is not included in the following results. The
time to peak radiation is presented in Fig. 9. In order to
correlate data taken at various initial pressures, the ordinate
in Fig. 9 is the product of the initial pressure and the time to
peak; the data represented by open triangles are the exper-
imental values taken from Ref. 14, while the filled squares
indicate data points generated by the normal shock code. As
is seen in the graph, the predictions of the code for time to
peak radiation show very good agreement with the data up
through 10.2 km/s, and the results calculated at higher shock
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Fig. 10 Ionization distance for various shock speeds.
Ionization distance information is plotted in Fig. 10. The
ordinate in Fig. 10 is the ionization distance as defined in Fig.
2 divided by the initial mean free path of the nonshocked air
(0.48 mm). The experimental data included in Fig. 10 is from
Wilson, and calculated points between 10.9-12.6 km/s ob-
tained by the present study are indicated by filled squares.
The calculated ionization distances follow the same trend as
the experimental data, staying above the experimental data
points, but often falling within the band bounded by the ex-
perimental error. In general, this level of agreement is ex-
cellent.
Conclusions
A normal shock version of the viscous shock layer axisym-
metric body code was developed to validate current non-
equilibrium and radiative models. Calculations were per-
formed for shocks in air at speeds ranging from 9.5 to 12.6
km/s. The characteristic phenomena seen in the intensity plots
of Wilson is reproduced using filter functions derived from
the spectral characteristics of the filters used in the experi-
ment. Based upon the current calculations and the experi-
mental and computational work of other investigators, the
secondary radiation increase after what many investigators
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had deemed the equilibrium level is a gasdynamic effect and
not due to experimental limitations. Ambiguity in the spectral
response of the experimental equipment array is a more likely
explanation for the difficulties in reproducing Wilson's ex-
perimental data than shock speed attenuation or possible iron
contamination in Wilson's aluminum and Pyrex® shock tube.
Overall, the current model consistently reproduced the ex-
perimental data with a level of accuracy that justifies the use
of the current models for engineering calculations. Some cal-
culations, such as the ionization distance and the time to peak,
show remarkably good agreement with the experimental data.
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